UNSW Women in Maths & Science Champions
2022: COHORT 7 (PHD)

**WORKSHOP 1**
**INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP**
23 FEB
- Getting to know other program participants
- Purpose & structure of the Program
- Your role as a Maths & Science Champion
- Goal setting
- Introducing the Program Blog.

**WORKSHOP 2**
**BUILDING ENGAGING PRESENTATIONS**
23 MAR
- Prepare & deliver powerful presentations
- Articulate purpose & values to motivate through story telling
- Adapt your content & style to the audience & context.

**WORKSHOP 3**
**GETTING THE MOST OUT OF SOCIAL MEDIA**
18 MAY
- The basics
- Promoting you & your work
- Create content that resonates & improves visibility
- Video shooting & editing.

**WORKSHOP 4**
**STRENGTHENING COMMUNICATION SKILLS**
20 JUL
- Plain English writing for Science Research
- Science in the community
- Fostering public dialogue about science
- Interview techniques.

**WORKSHOP 5**
**LEADING SELF & OTHERS**
21 SEP
- Leadership traits and styles
- Gain an awareness of your strengths & values
- Learn how to use your strengths to create a shared vision.

**WORKSHOP 6**
**SETTING YOU UP FOR SUCCESS**
16 NOV
- Your career path: professional & academic
- Ongoing role as a Champion
- Where to next? Utilising program learnings for maximum impact and personal reflection

& OTHER PROGRAM ELEMENTS
- 20 hours of outreach
- Career Coaching
- Postgraduate Research Showcase
- Cohort social events
- Alumni networking events.